
RISKS 
AND REALITIES

RADON AND THE LUNGS
Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas found in soil, water and outdoor air, and can enter buildings and 
accumulate in indoor air.¹ Classified as a carcinogen by the International Agency for Research on Cancer, radon 
is one of the leading causes of lung cancer.² Reducing exposure to indoor radon would result in fewer lung 
cancers in Ontario.

Lung cancer is the leading cause 
of cancer mortality in Ontario.6,7 
Among non-smokers, radon is 
the primary cause of lung cancer 
and it is the second leading 
cause among current or 
former smokers.1

A survey conducted 
in one region of 
Ontario showed:8  

For more information, visit

Radon is invisible and odourless,1 and radon can kill.2

LOWER LEVELS ARE BETTER

Once radon enters a 
building, it can break 
down to produce 
radioactive particles.

RADON AND BUILDINGS

SMOKING AND RADON: WORSE TOGETHER
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Estimated per cent of people who will get lung cancer by lifetime 
exposure to radon at the following levels, Ontario, 20065

Radon can enter a building through cracks and holes in 
the foundation and will accumulate in enclosed spaces.9

Highest radon concentrations in buildings are found 
below the second floor.

There are effective ways to test for radon and reduce 
indoor levels.9 

Any exposure to radon poses some risk to Ontarians.3 However, 
there are benefits to reducing exposure to as low as possible. 
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Once inhaled, these 
particles irradiate the 
lining of the lungs.

Health Canada recommends action 
be taken above this level.4,5

Becquerel (Bq) = The unit used to measure the number 
of radioactive decays of a radon atom

The estimated percentage of Ontarians 
who lived in homes with radon 
concentrations greater than 200 Bq/m3 
in 2009-2011.4

Radon-attributable lung cancer deaths that could be prevented 
each year if all homes above these levels were at background 
level (10-30 Bq/m3),  Ontario, 20073
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Irradiation can 
damage the lungs 
and result in the 
development of cancer.
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Changes to building code requirements could produce 
structures with radon levels well below the current 
action level.
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RADON

84%
of those people 
had smoked at 
some point in 
their lives.3

16%
of those 
people 
had never 
smoked.3

or 13.6% of lung cancer 
deaths in Ontario 

each year are 
due to radon 

exposure.3

Approximately

850

*Lung cancer deaths 
  attributed to radon exposure

389 deaths* prevented (46%)

233 deaths* prevented (28%)

149 deaths* prevented (18%)

91 deaths* prevented (11%)

54% - deaths* attributable to radon levels below 50 Bq/m3
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